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Editor’s
Column

IEEE Lasers and
Electro-Optics Society

KRISHNAN PARAMESWARAN
Hello and a belated Happy New Year 2007! The first
paragraph of my column in the February issue was inadvertently removed before printing, so I was unable to
properly introduce myself and acknowledge my predecessor. I have the privilege of serving LEOS as Newsletter
Editor starting this year, and would like to thank Dr.
Mary Lanzerotti for her outstanding work as Editor for
the past six years. She has been very helpful in passing
the editorial torch to me, and I hope to maintain the
high standard that she has set.
The Research Highlights section this month
describes the development of a Hybrid Silicon
Evanescent Device Platform at the University of
California Santa Barbara and Intel Corporation. This
effort is a good example of successful collaboration
between academic and industrial research partners
The Membership Section includes an article written
by 2003 LEOS President Prof. Giok-Djan Khoe and
Newsletter Associate Editor Prof. Kevin Williams on the
Globalization of LEOS. The impressive growth of the
society is noteworthy during this 30th anniversary year.
In our ongoing series reprinting the most cited articles in LEOS Journals, this month we are pleased to
highlight a paper by Prof. Ursula Keller of ETH Zurich
et al describing the semiconductor saturable absorber
mirror (SESAM). This article from the Journal of Special
Topics in Quantum Electronics has been cited an impressive 261 times since its publication in 1996. Prof. Keller
has also provided a commentary about the origin of the
work and its impact since its publication.
Associate Editor Prof. Amr Helmy has contributed an
article exploring how the photonics industry might benefit from the presence of foundry services to allow small
companies bring products to market with lower cost and
short development time. This subject is of interest to
many members and we hope that the article prompts further discussion within LEOS, the Photonics Society.
Please feel free to send any comments and suggestions to
k.parameswaran@ieee.org. I would love to hear from you!
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President’s
Column
ALAN E. WILLNER

“Students: LEOS’
Crown Jewels”
“It’s not what is poured into a student
that counts, but what is planted.”
Linda Conway.
OK. So it’s no surprise that I would
devote one of my columns to LEOS’ students. I’ll assume that we all agree that
nurturing our young is good for LEOS’
long-term health and is wonderfully
altruistic. Now what?
If the students are LEOS’ customers,
then we must understand their motivations. High on their list are jobs, jobs,
and jobs. They can be quite anxious about
their future and might need some gentle
hand-holding through uncertain times.
What else do they want? Like all of us,
they are motivated by intellectual stimulation, recognition, appreciation, respect,
fairness, and a vision forward. Can LEOS
help and mentor them? Without a doubt!
We can: (a) help them build a high-quality resume with publications in prestigious journals and conferences, (b) give
them access at our conferences to technology leaders and hiring opportunities, (c)
keep them abreast of hot topics, emerging fields and rising stars, and (d) provide
valuable and prestigious fellowships and
awards. Engineers hate uncertainty, and it
is our responsibility to help them
through their period of trepidation.
I want to approach the issue of mentoring students by addressing each major
category of relevant individuals: avuncular
elder statespeople, mid-career engineers,
staff, recent graduates, and, finally, our
crown jewels - the students themselves.

plishments, and believe that it was a
rewarding journey. You have seen the
great times and the turbulent periods.
What was it like?
b. How were the great research results
achieved by you and other people?
Memories of the day-to-day science
that might seem trivial to you may be
of great value to a student, and you
can confidently state that most great
achievements required much perseverance and patience.
c. You have met numerous people
throughout your career, thus enabling
you to direct students to people who
might be able to hire them or collaborate with them. Your rolodex overfloweth, and students would love to
pick your brain.

Nobody is better at gentle guiding and
hand-holding than you.

To the Mid-Career Engineers
“Setting an example is not the main means of
influencing another, it is the only means.”
Albert Einstein.
Students see in us (me included) their
own path forward. We have the ability to
influence students towards or away from
our field. Frankly, we are the embodiment of their future. If they don’t like
what they see, then why should they stay
with us?
If we inspire students, then they will
keep our field vibrant even when we are
(continued on page 17)

To the Avuncular
Elder Statespeople
You are the rock stars of a student’s world.
Wisdom, perspective, sincerity, humor,
advice – these all come naturally to you.
a. You have traveled the path, attained
“immortality” through your accomApril 2007
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University/Industry Research Highlights

Hybrid Silicon Evanescent Device Platform
Alexander Fang1, Hyundai Park1, Richard Jones2, Oded Cohen3, Omri Raday3,
Mario Paniccia2, & John Bowers1
Abstract

silicon waveguide, leading to an alignment-free bonding
process. Moreover, the mode lies primarily in the silicon
region leading to low coupling losses from hybrid waveguide
active regions to passive silicon waveguide regions. This
architecture allows for thousands of lasers, amplifiers, and
photodetectors to be fabricated in a single bond step.

We present a research effort to develop a photonic integrated circuit technology on silicon. We review several novel
devices, including electrically pumped hybrid silicon evanescent lasers, amplifiers, and photodetectors. These devices
form the basis of a low-cost, scalable solution for hybrid integration on a silicon platform.

Introduction

Device Structure and
Optical Mode Characteristics

Silicon photonics has seen many developments in recent
years, driven by the promise of low-cost, high-volume manufacture of photonic integrated circuits. These advancements
have come in the form of Raman lasers and amplifiers [1, 2,
3], high speed modulators [4, 5], and photodetectors [6, 7,
8]. A key goal for realizing practical silicon-based photonic
integrated circuits is achieving electrically pumped silicon
lasers and amplifiers. This objective is difficult because silicon has an indirect bandgap. An alternative to creating an
electrically pumped all-silicon gain mechanism is coupling
the output of prefabricated lasers to silicon waveguides.
However, the tight alignment tolerances of the optical
modes and the need to align each laser individually limit the
scalability of this approach due to its prohibitive cost.
Recently, we demonstrated an electrically driven laser [9],
amplifier [10], and photodetectors [11], based on a hybrid
waveguide structure that utilizes III-V quantum wells bonded to silicon waveguides to achieve optical gain and detection. The lateral homogeneous nature of the III-V quantum
layer structure allows the optical mode to be defined by the

The hybrid silicon evanescent waveguide cross-section is
shown in Figure 1. It consists of a III-V multiple quantum
well epitaxial layer structure that is transferred to a silicon
on insulator rib waveguide through a low temperature wafer
bonding process. Backside processing of the III-V layers is
done after bonding to control the flow of current through
the structure to ensure efficient optical gain to the waveguide mode.
As stated above, the optical mode characteristics are
determined by the silicon rib waveguide dimensions. Figure
2 shows a BeampropTM calculation of the optical mode with
a fixed waveguide height. As the silicon waveguide becomes
wider, the mode is pulled more into the silicon region. The
waveguide height follows the same trend. This feature can be
used to tailor the optical gain characteristics of each device.
For example, lasers could be designed with narrower waveguides whose high modal gains help lower threshold current,
while amplifiers in an adjacent section of the wafer could be
designed to have wider waveguides that allow increased saturation power.

p contact
III-V Mesa
III-V
Region

SOI
Region

H+

H+

n contact

Buried Oxide
Si Substrate

Optical Mode
not to Scale

Figure. 1. Cross-section of hybrid silicon evanescent device structure.

1) DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
SANTA BARBARA, SANTA BARBARA, CA 93106
2) INTEL CORPORATION, 2200 MISSION COLLEGE BLVD., SANTA CLARA, CA 95054
3) INTEL CORPORATION, S.B.I. PARK HAR HOTZVIM, JERUSALEM 91031, ISRAEL
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Integrated Hybrid Silicon
Evanescent Racetrack Laser
and Photodetector Results
An integrated silicon evanescent racetrack laser and photodetector based on
this platform were reported recently [12].
Unlike previously demonstrated silicon
evanescent lasers, this laser does not rely
on facet dicing or polishing and can be
tested on-chip with simple probing of the
laser and photodetectors.
The waveguide height, width, and
rib etch depth were 0.69 μm, 1.5 μm,
and 0.5 μm, respectively. The laser layout and SEM are shown in Figure 2. It
consists of a racetrack ring resonator
with a straight waveguide length of 700
μm. A directional coupler is formed on
the bottom arm by placing a bus waveguide 0.5 μm away from the racetrack.
April 2007
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The laser power is collected by two 440-μm-long photodetectors whose waveguide architecture is identical to that of
the hybrid laser and are reverse biased to collect photo-generated carriers.
The LI- curves as a function of temperature are shown in
Figure 4. The laser has a total output power of 29 mW with
a maximum lasing temperature of 60°C. The detector
responsivity is 1.25 A/W. The differential efficiency and
laser threshold at 15°C are 17% and 175 mA, respectively.

Hybrid Silicon Evanescent
Photo Detector Results
Discrete silicon evanescent photodetectors have recently
been reported [11]. The devices consisted of a ~100-μmlong passive silicon waveguide coupled to a 400-micronlong hybrid photodetector region (Figure 5a). The passive to
active junction is shown in Figure 5b.
The photodetector responsivity was measured by launching light into the passive waveguide through a lensed fiber.
The TE responsivity versus reverse bias is shown in Figure
6a. With a 5.5 dB measured coupling loss from the fiber, the
device responsivity is ~ 1.13 A/W. The quantum efficiency
is ~90% as shown on the right axis of Figure 6a. It can be
seen from Figure 6b that the responsivity is relatively flat

3

W 1.0 μm

from 1500 nm to 1600 nm under 3 V reverse bias.
From measurements of the output power from the silicon output waveguide, the TE material absorption is estimated to be 1594 cm-1. The TM responsivity was measured
to be 0.23 A/W which is, as expected, substantially lower
than the TE responsivity due to the compressively strained
quantum wells.

Hybrid Silicon Evanescent Amplifier Results
Hybrid silicon evanescent amplifiers have also been
recently demonstrated [12]. The devices consisted of
1.36- mm-long hybrid waveguides with a waveguide
height, width, and rib etch depth of 0.76 μm, 2 μm, and
0.76 μm, respectively. The facets were diced and polished
at a 7-degree angle and coated with a single quarter wavelength layer of Ta2O5 to minimize cavity effects caused by
the facets. The quantum well confinement factor was calculated to be 3.4%. The amplifiers were tested by launching a laser signal into one side of the amplifier through a
lensed fiber and collecting the amplified light through a
lensed fiber on the opposite side for various device drive
currents. Figure 7 shows the TE fiber-to-fiber gain as a
function of current. The chip gain is given on the secondary y-axis, and takes into consideration the 5 dB coupling
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1
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Figure 2. Calculated optical mode as a function of waveguide width
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Directional Coupler
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Figure. 3. a) Layout of the racetrack resonator and the photodetectors. b) Top view SEM micrograph of two racetrack resonator lasers; the
radii of the top and bottom devices are 200 and 100 μm, respectively.
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loss measured for these waveguide dimensions. The maximum chip gain for this length is ~13 dB. The observed
gain saturation for drive currents greater that 100 mA is
due to thermal effects. The inset shows the net modal gain
and material gain as functions of current density.
Figure 8 shows the TE fiber-to-fiber gain spectrum with various
drive currents. The peak gain occurs in the 1575 nm range with a
62 nm full width half maximum under 200 mA drive current.
The 3 dB output saturation power from the chip is
measured to be 11 dBm as shown in Fig. 9a. The 3 dB output saturation power can be written as,
where G0 is the unsaturated chip gain, w is the optical mode

Double Sided Laser Power (mW)

30
15 C
25

25 C
35 C

20

45 C
55 C

15

60 C

10
5
0

0

100

200
300
Current (mA)

400

500

width at the quantum well region, d is the total thickness of
the active material, hν is the photon energy, dg/dN is the
differential gain, and τ is the carrier lifetime. Figure 9b
shows the calculated 3 dB output saturation power with different confinement factors (Γ) and optical mode widths (w).

Figure. 4. LI curves for a laser with radius R = 200 μm and
Linteraction = 400 μm at various temperatures

2 μm
III-V Region
N Pad

P Pad

SiNx Insulation Layer
50 μm

Silicon Waveguide
(a)

(b)

Figure. 5. (a) SEM image of a fabricated device (b) Magnified view of a junction between the input silicon waveguide and the hybrid photodetector.
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Figure 6. (a) Photodetector responsivity for TE polarization with different biases at 1550 nm (b) Spectral response for TE polarization.
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Conclusion

The measured value agrees well with
calculations using a mode width of 2
µm. The evanescent coupling scheme
of the device structure typically provides 2% to 3% of QW confinement
factor resulting in higher output saturation powers than conventional III-V
amplifiers with centered quantum
wells whose typical confinement factor
is between 5% and 15 %.

We have demonstrated lasers, photodetectors, and amplifiers utilizing
the hybrid silicon evanescent waveguide architecture. This architecture
holds the promise of a high volume,
low cost manufacturing technology
for use in optical communications.
The lasers demonstrated operated up
to 60 °C with 29 mW output power.
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The photodetectors operated from
1500 nm to 1600 nm with quantum
efficiencies in the 90% range. The
amplifiers operated with maximum
on-chip gains of ~13 dB and 11 dBm
saturation power. These devices
illustrate a few types of devices that
can be realized using the hybrid silicon evanescent device platform.
Moreover, the integration of the onchip laser and photodetector can be
used in conjunction with other silicon based photonic devices such as
high-speed modulators, and multiplexer/de-multiplexers without suffering high coupling losses to build
complex photonic integrated circuits. Future work will seek to
improve device performance, increase
device integration, and apply this
hybrid platform technology to optical communications applications.
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Industry Perspective:

Could Photonics Boom Again via Fabless Start-ups?
A. S. Helmy
Although the photonics industry is again growing steadily, it has
not recovered to the levels experienced during the boom time at
the turn of the century. Much speculation and analysis has been
done to determine the root causes behind the massive downturn.
Whatever the causes, one thing is certain: the manufacturing models employed by the industry at the peak of the bubble were not
sustainable. Overhead costs of the fabrication and packaging of
photonic devices have been identified as substantial obstacles to
reducing product cost structures. A chief disadvantage for photonics is that it has not yet benefited from the economy of scale
enjoyed by the silicon-based electronics industry. Albeit intuitive,
arguments as to what prevents photonics from benefiting from the
economy of scale have not yet been fully explored. I aim to use this
space in the Newsletter to initiate a discussion within the LEOS
community about the topic.
Conventional wisdom, as discussed in relevant meetings and
forums, suggests that photonics manufacturing should use a
model similar to that on which silicon thrives. Such a model
should include the development of standard processes for a variety
of devices, analogous to the CMOS model. Photonic circuits would
then be implemented through outsourcing to central fabrication
foundries. In this model, innovation rests largely in the circuit
architecture domain, which can be carried out in fabless companies
with substantially reduced overhead.
Before debating the issue, it is instructive to bear in mind that
photonics contract manufacturing existed in some form at the
height of the photonics and optical telecommunications bubble.
Even today, contract manufacturing is being used by many photonics companies. For example, on January 15th, 2007, Global
Communication Semiconductors (GCS), Inc. of California and
Xponent Photonics, Inc. signed a foundry service agreement
whereby GCS will utilize its proprietary laser and photodiode
processes to manufacture Xponent products. Therefore, contract
manufacturing for photonics is not a new idea. So why look in this
direction if it was tried and tested during the peak of the bubble
and did not help avoid the downturn?
One often-overlooked argument may shed some light on the
reason why contract manufacturing has not worked for photonics
while it did for electronics. Photonics does not yet have an established technological route for fabricating integrated circuits. As
such, some aspects of the silicon model do not have photonics
counterparts. For example, a photonic circuit that includes lasers,
modulators, amplifiers, and arrayed waveguide gratings will not
allow many variations in device layout. Instead, it is the intricate
structure of each component that defines its performance.
The topic of central fabrication foundries was discussed in
November 2005 during a forum held by the Optoelectronics
Industry Development Association (OIDA). This forum was the
first serious post-downturn attempt to identify a route for photonics contract manufacturing. Out of this gathering of more than 70
participants emerged the thought that contract fabrication facili12
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ties alone are not sufficient to enable photonics manufacturing
with low overhead. Participants concluded that the silicon-style
foundry model probably would not work for photonics. Devices
made in silicon VLSI foundries look nothing like those made in
the photonics domain. Silicon wafers do not require the growth of
quantum confined structures like quantum wells, wires, and dots.
Moreover, manufacturers of photonic devices have various techniques by which doping profiles, carrier lifetimes, etch stop layers
and numerous other processes are controlled. A minority of these
processes are standardized. Further, no single device in photonics
has a standard structure used by multiple manufacturers.
A key to the success of any model is the minimum demand that
will warrant its economic viability. The demand for photonic components does not remotely resemble that for silicon VLSI chips. On
the other hand, if you make components cheap enough, more
applications will be able to afford them.
Many other challenges should be considered when scrutinizing
fabless models for the photonics industry. Standardization of device
design, extent of monolithic integration, integration of hybrid
materials, and market demand are all points that could be included. By doing so, some device research in companies, research institutes, government labs, and academia could be steered to address
the obstacles identified.
With profits still elusive, substantial research and development
is rare among photonics companies. Consequently, initiatives
towards standardization are scarcely being supported.
Nevertheless, two initiatives have recently begun in the US and
Canada that aim toward general-purpose foundries for compound
semiconductors. The Photonics Technology Access Program
(PTAP) is organized through OIDA and the photonics fabrication
service is organized through CMC Microelectronics. Details of
both programs are provided in the sidebars to this article.
European groups have also addressed the issue. The ePIXnet
program, led by IMEC-Ghent University, is funded by the
European Union and is a Network of Excellence to prepare Europe
for a fabless industry model with a mix of academic and industrial
partners. The strategy of the network is to start at the research level,
where it offers foundry-like services for joint research. Industrial
backing for these plans is growing quickly because of consensus in
Europe that this approach seems to be an optimum route forward.
OIDA championed the InP foundry concept in the US in 2005
and has identified PTAP as the most feasible first step in that
direction. Although it does not include any central fabrication
facilities, the PTAP program may achieve some milestones
towards the InP foundry aim by grouping academic and industrial partners around a critical mass of technologies. This program
may lead to a standard or multi-source agreement on the device
and technology levels. Another benefit of the program is that it
provides a much needed research effort for the devices currently
produced by the surviving photonics companies, whose extremely
tight budgets rarely allow extensive R&D efforts with critical
April 2007
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» OVER 1 MILLION SCIENTIFIC DOCUMENTS
EASILY WITHIN REACH, FROM IEEE
The IEEE Xplore® digital library opens
the door to scientific/technical
information you need —
easily searchable
and instantly
accessible.
Any new patent application
or existing patent defense
must be built on a foundation
of solid research — and demands
comprehensive access to scientific
and technical literature. IEEE is
cited 7 times more frequently than
any other publisher in this realm.
And the IEEE Xplore® digital library
puts it all at your fingertips:
» Magazine and journal articles
» Conference papers
» Standards
» ...for a wide range of technologies including
electronics, computer hardware/software,
semiconductors, aerospace and defense,
telecommunications, medical devices, optics
and photonics, and others
You get instant access to high-quality, full-text documents.
Free keyword searching and unlimited viewing of basic
abstracts help you hone in on exactly what you need.
Then, purchase the documents you need immediately
online, via credit card. Or, subscribe to IEEE Enterprise,
a prepurchase plan offering 3 different subscription levels
based on your usage.

With IEEE Xplore®, your search is over.
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Detail Box I: The Photonics Technology
Access Program (PTAP)
PTAP is funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), and
is managed by OIDA. PTAP provides academic researchers with
pre-commercial photonic devices. The premise behind the program is that if researchers had to wait until devices were commercially available, by the time they performed their experiments and published, the results would be one generation
behind the then-current technology. By providing access to precommercial devices, PTAP cuts the latency, publications are
more relevant, and students get to learn on state-of-the-art
devices.
The Optoelectronics Industry Development Association
(OIDA) is a Washington DC-based, not-for-profit association
that serves as the nexus for vision, transformation, and growth
of the optoelectronics industry. OIDA advances the competitiveness of its members by focusing on the business of technology, not just technology itself. OIDA members include the
leading providers of optoelectronic components and systems
enabled by optoelectronics, as well as universities and research
institutions. OIDA provides roadmaps, reports, and market
data for the optoelectronics industry, serves as the voice of
industry to government and academia, acts as liaison with other
optoelectronic industry associations worldwide, and provides a
network for the exchange of ideas and information within the
optoelectronics community.
PTAP allocates devices to academic researchers based on
brief proposals that are competitively evaluated. Alternatively,
researchers may also request devices and pay for them with their
own funds. PTAP compensates industry for the devices that
they supply to the program. PTAP deals only with pre-commercial devices that a supplier may be sampling to prospective
customers, but is not yet selling in the open market. They also
include commercially available devices that are screened for particular performance parameters that lie outside the guaranteed

range – the “golden devices.” The term device encompasses
materials, specialized processing, components, modules, and
subsystems within in its scope.
A Prototype may embody the Provider’s proprietary intellectual property. Recipient agrees not to reverse engineer or
allow anyone else to reverse engineer Prototypes provided by
PTAP.
The Recipient is provided the Prototype strictly for use by
students and employees within Recipient’s organization.
Recipient agrees not to sell, lease, transfer, exchange for value,
or give away the Prototype to any person or entity that is not
controlled by Recipient’s research organization.
PTAP encourages researchers who obtain photonic prototypes through the program to publish their research results. The
only constraints are that articles acknowledge PTAP and the
sponsors as the provider of the prototype, and that the device
manufacturer’s name not be disclosed without the manufacturer’s prior written permission. The latter requirement arises
because the pre-commercial devices may reveal details of business strategy, or may be different from those eventually offered
on the market.
The transactions are simple arrangements with no contracts,
but instead, with a signed statement by both parties agreeing to
follow the published recipient and provider guidelines. The
proposals are short and the program encourages student authors.
The program considers the writing process a valuable teaching
tool.
PTAP looks for places where it can make the most difference
and leverage government funds. For example, PTAP has paid for
specialty fiber draws and now makes excess material available to
other researchers for independent or follow-on projects. It also
has arranged for vendors to supply devices without lids – a
tricky proposition because of the associated intellectual property issues. To accomplish such transactions, PTAP facilitates
non-disclosure agreements between researchers and vendors, but
does not enter into such relationships with the vendors.

mass. An educational component is also pursued by PTAP, which
provides substantial benefits to the participants.
The program led by CMC is centered on a physical photonics
foundry. CMC has established a strategic partnership with the
Ottawa-based Canadian Photonics Fabrication Centre (CPFC) of
the National Research Council Canada. The fabrication service
enables university clients to prototype a broad range of device
structures and technologies using industrial-class processes, while
leveraging the expertise of an on-site optoelectronics design engineer who helps them to optimize their designs. As it is chiefly
geared towards the academic community, it caters to a broad range
of device structures and technologies. While the focus has not been
on centrally standardized designs of photonic components, the
service provides academic researchers with the ideal opportunity
and vehicle for such development. The program is used by all the
Canadian players in the photonics field, and although it is in its
infancy, it is quickly gaining momentum. As researchers who benefit from the service generate new and important insight into pho-

tonic device design and fabrication, CMC and the CPFC are
uniquely positioned to influence and drive standardization efforts
in the development of photonic devices. This work includes issues
related to fabrication and processing, and perhaps more importantly, challenges related to device structure and design to achieve
a specific functionality. For example, can we design a universal
wafer structure that accommodates most photonic functional
devices that are of interest? I recognize this question has partially
been addressed before in different articles and could be explored
more fully in a special edition of the IEEE Journal of Selected
Topics in Quantum Electronics. However, I am hoping this article
will stimulate some thought-provoking discussion and debate in
labs across our community. I welcome any insights or ideas you
may have on this topic. Please direct them to the author Amr
Helmy at a.helmy@utoronto.ca or the editor Krishnan
Parameswaran at krp@psicorp.com. There are plans to publish the
discussion on the LEOS Web portal. More information about this
forum will be posted in the Newsletter and on the web page soon.
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Detail Box II: CMC Microsystems
CMC Microsystems is a national, non-profit corporation that
provides university researchers with industry-caliber design
resources, access to state-of-the-art manufacturing technologies, and support services for microsystems research and development.
CMC offers products and services that include microelectronics, micromechanics, microfluidics, embedded software,
and recently photonics/optoelectronics.
A comprehensive suite of photonics products and services is
available to university researchers through its partnership with
the Canadian Photonics Fabrication Centre (CPFC) of the
National Research Council Canada (NRCC).
About CPFC: Fully operational in 2005, CPFC is a national technology centre offering a comprehensive suite of industrial grade foundry services in both III-V semiconductor (GaAs
and InP) and silicon-based materials for organizations interested in developing leading-edge photonic devices. CPFC has
been designed and equipped to facilitate innovation in all areas
of photonics applications, including telecommunications,
health, energy, the environment, defense, and security.
With a total budget of $43 million allocated in August
2002, the CPFC embarked on an aggressive program to provide Canada with a capability that bridges the gap between
Canada’s photonics research and development community and
its high technology industry.
This partnership started in 2005 and provides the following
benefits:
• Enables university researchers to effectively prototype optoelectronics and photonics devices using industrial-class
processes.
• CMC manages the interface between the CPFC and university researchers for the delivery of photonic and optoelectronic prototyping services to researchers
• A CMC optoelectronics engineer is located onsite at CPFC

to provide a single point of contact for the researchers.
• The mandate of this engineer is to enable the successful use
of photonics prototyping services delivered through this
partnership, in support of university research and development.
• CPFC works with start-ups, small and medium-sized companies, large corporations, government laboratories, and
academia to provide prototyping and production runs of
photonic devices & photonic integrated circuits.
Access to industrial-grade fabrication is a critical part of the
comprehensive suite of photonics products and services provided by CMC. Other offerings include:
• Design tools: layout tool with photonic element library and
design rule checking
• Photonics/optoelectronics packaging
• Photonics Test: Access to a broad range of test equipment,
including capability for testing unpackaged devices.
Graduate students and professors at Canadian universities who
are registered clients of CMC are eligible to access these services through CMC. These services may only be used for academic research or teaching purposes at a Canadian educational
institution.
Access to fabrication resources through CMC is a competitive, peer-reviewed process with 2-3 application rounds per
year. Applicants submit a short application form, describing
the fabrication resources requested and addressing the fabrication allocation criteria. To ensure the best possible use of
resources available for prototype fabrication, requests for these
resources are reviewed by an external committee of experts.
Designs that are granted fabrication resources in this
process receive sizable discounts (on the order of 80%) on standard manufacturing prices. Clients also have the option of
paying the non-discounted price in order to bypass the peer
review process.

Visit the LEOS web site for
more information:

www.i-LEOS.org
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Biographies of Authors of Discovering
the Z-Scan and Celebrating the Z-scan Technique
Prof. Eric Van Stryland received the Physics PhD degree in
1976, from the University of Arizona, Optical Sciences Center,
Tucson, AZ, where he worked on optical coherent transients and
photon counting statistics. He worked in the areas of femtosecond pulse production, multiphoton absorption in solids, and
laser induced damage at the Center for Laser Studies at the
University of Southern California. He joined the Physics
Department at the University of North Texas in 1978 helping to
form the Center for Applied Quantum Electronics. In 1987 he
joined the newly formed CREOL (Center for Research and
Education in Optics and Lasers) at the University of Central
Florida where he was Professor of Physics and Electrical and
Computer Engineering. His current research interests are in the
characterization of the nonlinear optical properties of materials
and their temporal response as well as the applications of these
nonlinear materials properties for sensor protection, switching,
beam control etc. He helped develop the Z-scan technique with
Mansoor Sheik-Bahae with whom he also established the
methodology for apply Kramers-Kronig relations to ultrafast
nonlinearities. He is a fellow of the Optical Society of America,
a former member of its Board of Directors and co-chair of the
Science and Engineering Council, a senior member of the Laser
Institute of America and a former board member, a senior member of IEEE LEOS and a member of the APS, SPIE, and MRS.
He also served as a topical editor for Optics Letters. He served as
OSA President in 2006. He has graduated 25 Ph.D.s and pub-

lished well in excess of 100 papers. In 2003 he was awarded the
highest honor UCF bestows, the Pegasus Award. He was
Director of the School of Optics/CREOL from July 1999 to May
of 2004. With the elevation of the School to the College of
Optics and Photonics, he has become the Dean of the College. In
addition, Governor Bush established the Florida Photonics
Center of Excellence (FPCE) in 2003 and he is the Director of
that Center along with CREOL, both centers within the College.
Yuen-Ron Shen is a Professor Emeritus in the Department
of Physics at the University of California, Berkeley. Professor
Shen has been on the Berkeley faculty since 1964 and a
Principal Investigator at the Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory since 1967. Professor Shen is a Member of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the National
Academy of Sciences, and Academia Sinica. He is a Fellow of
the American Physical Society, and a Sloan Fellow of the
Optical Society of America. He was a Guggenheim Fellow in
1972-73, a Miller Professor in 1975 and 1981. He received the
Alexander von Humboldt Award in 1984, the C.H. Townes
Award in 1986, the A.L. Schawlow Prize in 1992, the Max
Planck Research Prize in 1996, the F. Isakson Prize in 1998,
the Dept. of Energy Award for Outstanding Scientific
Accomplishments in Solid State Physics in 1983, for Sustained
Outstanding Research in Solid State Physics in 1987 and for
Significant Implications for DOE-Related Technologies in
1997. Dr. Shen received a Ph.D., Harvard University in 1963.

“Nick” Cartoon Series
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President’s Column
(continued from page 3)
beyond the point of doing the “heavy-lifting” ourselves. (Note: A field that is
composed of only senior people and no
youth has the “smell of death.”)
Moreover, students will long remember
when someone was helpful to them when
they were in need.
One way we can be good role models for students is by behaving like we
are still students ourselves. Do we seek
advice from and show respect to our
avuncular elder statespeople? Do we go
to seminars and read journals, or are we
too busy? Are we too busy to chat with
an eager student but have all the time
in the world for a potential funding
agent? Are we trustworthy and fair?
Do we nominate students and senior
folk for awards? It is a given that students will emulate our priorities.
We can’t just “talk-the-talk,” but
it is critical to also “walk-the-walk.”

To the LEOS Staff
When students publish papers in our
journals and conference, they tend to
have a fair amount of direct contact
with you. You provide insightful
information that is well beyond
explaining the mechanics of submitting a paper. How does the conference
really work? How are papers reviewed?
Which positions are the most influential? What is the rejection ratio?
What is the best way to connect with
a company that is recruiting at the
conference? What usually happens
when a review says “major revisions”?
Who on the committee should be spoken to and how can they be contacted?
All important and all readily answerable by a caring staff person.
LEOS staff are extremely professional and wear warm smiles. You

know better than anyone that poor
management and a surly attitude can
turn a student away from a field just as
certainly as can a pompous and gratuitously-critical technical paper review.
Today’s students are tomorrow’s
volunteer leaders. When I see LEOS
staff showing respect to students, I
know that you are training young
people to be respectful of colleagues
and staff for years to come.

To the Recent Graduates
You have substantial influence on
students. You have been formed during one of the strangest “bubble-&bust” periods in engineering. You
can be a source of encouragement, or
you can scare the daylights out of
them. Was the experience of looking
for a job exciting or painful? Did
people help you or did they ignore
you? Is there a bright future in our
field, or is it dying? I hope the
answers are positive.
I want to emphasize that you can
use your still-fresh connections to
your advantage since you have easier
access to students than do the older
people. For example, you can easily
recommend them for positions within your new company. In so doing,
you will build strong and lasting
alliances.
There is a challenge: Be diligent
not to feel threatened by your soonto-be competitors. Instead, build
relationships that will last your
whole career. The saying goes that
“blood is thicker than water” when
describing people from the same family. You will always be part of the academic “family” that you came from,
and they can be your biggest allies.

Older siblings can be sources of
great comfort.

To our Students
Your professional life is full of promise and opportunity. Many people
want to help you, but they can only
be of assistance if you reach out to
them. A few points of advice:
a. Uncertainty in our field is fact of
life, but it is not nearly as bad as
most other types of work.
b. The majority of positions are never
advertised and are filled by “someone
who knew someone on the inside.”
Therefore, get to know as many people as possible and let them know
when you are looking for a job.
c. Your background and problemsolving skills can be applied to
many different disciplines, even if
that means switching subfields. (I
and many others did it!) Therefore,
prepare in “fundamentals.”
d. Don’t be embarrassed to “stand on
the shoulders of giants.”
e. Give credit whenever credit is due,
and be generous throughout your
lives. You never lose respect when
you share credit, you only gain.
f. Evaluate your career path and set
professional goals periodically. Be
pro-active, not passive.
g. The Internet is a wonderful tool, but
it doesn’t take the place of personal
contact. Doing great work coupled
with a face-to-face interaction will
help achieve your long-term goals.
My hope for you is that you will
become the wonderful, avuncular
elder statespeople of LEOS in about
40-50 years!!

Correction Notice
In the February 2007 issue’s Editor’s Column, page 2, the first paragraph of the editor’s column was deleted.
The authors’ names and biographies of the articles on pages 28-29, were omitted in the February issue. The articles in reference are
“Discovering the Z-scan”, authored by Eric W. Van Stryland, of the University of Central Florida, School of Optics and Photonics,
Orlando, Florida; and “Celebrating the Z-scan Technique”, authored by Y. Ron Shen of the University of California at Berkeley,
Berkeley, California.
Please see Profs. Van Stryland and Shen’s biographies on page 16.
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News
Graduate Student Fellowship Program
The IEEE Lasers & Electro-Optics
Society established the Graduate Student
Fellowship Program to provide Graduate
Fellowships to outstanding LEOS student members pursuing graduate education within the LEOS field of interest
(electro-optics, lasers, photonics, optics,
or closely related fields). Up to twelve
Fellowships of $5000 each will be awarded, based on the student membership in
each of the main geographical regions:

Americas - Europe/MidEast/Africa - Asia/Pacific
Prize: Up to twelve Fellowships of
$5,000 each will be awarded every year.
A travel grant of up to $2,500 towards
travel and lodging expenses plus a
complimentary conference registration,
will be available to each Fellowship
recipient to attend the LEOS Annual
Meeting for the award presentation.
Eligibility: Fellowship applicants must
be an IEEE LEOS student member pursuing a graduate education within the
LEOS field of interest. Students should

normally be in their penultimate year of
study at the time of application and be
planning to submit their thesis on a
timescale of 6 to 18 months after the
application is submitted (i.e. those applying in May 2007 would normally expect
to defend their thesis during 2008).
Schedule: In a given year, application packages will be due at the LEOS
Executive Office by 30 May and
recipients will be notified by 30 July
of the same year. The Fellowships will
be presented at the LEOS Annual
Meeting.
Award Committee: The LEOS
Membership Committee will select the
Fellowship recipients.
Fellowship Application Package
Requirements:
Cover letter to include name,
address, email, IEEE member number, expected date of submission of
the thesis, names and contact information of two references.

A one-page CV, including all degrees
received and dates. One copy of educational transcripts. A 300-word statement of purpose describing the student’s
research project and interests. The statement is to include the background to
the project, what the student has
achieved so far and how the research will
be continued and developed by the student over the rest of the project. A list of
the student’s publications with the most
significant paper indicated and a 100word description of the significance of
the paper. Two reference letters from
individuals familiar with the student’s
research and educational credentials.
Note that additional information
and submissions over the specified
word count will not be forwarded to
the evaluating committee.
Guidelines have been established
for the 2007 application process. Please
check the LEOS web for more details
(www.i-leos.org). Submission information is now available
For more information contact:
soc.leo@ieee.org

Petition for Candidates
for Election to the Board of Governors
Petitions for candidates for the next
Board of Governors election must be
received by the LEOS Executive
Office no later than 1 February 2008.

The Petition must bear the signatures
of one percent of the members of
LEOS as of 30 September and an indication by the candidate of his/her

willingness to serve if elected. Printed
name, signature and IEEE member
number are required for all individuals signing the petition.

2008 Tyndall Award Nominations
Deadline: 10 August 2007
Nominations are now being accepted
for the 2008 Tyndall Award, which
will be presented at OFC’08 in San
Diego, CA (24-29 February).
This award, which is jointly sponsored by the IEEE Lasers and
Electro-Optics Society and the
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Optical Society of America, is presented to a single individual who has
made outstanding contributions in
any area of lightwave technology,
including optical fibers and cables,
the optical components employed in
fiber systems, as well as the transmission systems employing fibers. With

the expansion of this technology,
many individuals have become worthy
of consideration.
Please contact Gail Walters at the
LEOS Executive Office for nomination forms or further information (Tel:
732-562-3892; Fax: 732-562-8434;
email: g.walters@ieee.org).
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(cont’d)

Art Guenther In Memorium
April 26, 2007
Art Guenther Was New
Mexico Optics Pioneer

New Mexico optics pioneer Art
Guenther has died after a short
illness. Guenther, who retired
from his position as a research
professor at the Center for High
Technology at the University of
New Mexico last year, was
instrumental in establishing
undergraduate and graduate
degrees in optics at UNM, an associate degree program at the
Central New Mexico Community College and a program for
high school students at West Mesa High School in Albuquerque.
Guenther helped form the New Mexico Optics Industry
Association, and worked hard to build a career training ladder for industry workers in New Mexico.

Guenther began work in New Mexico at Kirtland Air
Force Base. When the first laser was demonstrated at
Kirtland in 1960, he was the only person at the base
with a background in optics. He went on to serve as
chief scientist at the Air Force Weapons lab for more
than 15 years.
Guenther also worked as chief science advisor for
three New Mexico Governors, pushing them to develop
Centers of Excellence to shape technology development
in the state. He was chairman of the International
Commission of Optics from 1999 to 2002, and was a
member of the Russian Academy of Science. In addition,
during his long career, he also held positions at the Los
Alamos National Laboratory and Sandia National
Laboratories.
Guenther is survived by his wife, two sisters, two
daughters and two grandchildren.

Career Section
Mary Lanzerotti named IEEE NY Section
Women in Engineering Engineer of the Year
Dr. Mary Yvonne Lanzerotti received
the Engineer of the Year 2006 award
from the New York Section of the IEEE
Women in Engineering (WIE) Society
at the IEEE Annual Dinner Dance in
New York City on February 10th. She
received the award
“In recognition of her outstanding technical and service contributions to the engineering profession and promotion of
women in the science and technology disciplines.”
Dr. Lanzerotti is a Research Staff Member at the IBM T.J.
Watson Research Center in Yorktown Heights, NY. She received
an A.B. degree from Harvard in 1989, an M. Phil. Degree from
the University of Cambridge in 1991, and the M.S. and Ph.D
degrees from Cornell in 1994 and 1997, respectively.
She joined IBM in 1996. She is currently in the VLSI
Design Department, where her research interests include
analysis of POWER6 timing-critical paths and the design
and implementation of on-chip interconnections for the
POWER4. Dr. Lanzerotti is a member of the IEEE Solid-
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State Circuits Society, where she is the co-editor of the society Newsletter, and has been the driving force behind its current makeover. She is also a member of the IEEE Lasers and
Electro-Optics Society (LEOS), where she has been an elected
member of the Board of Governors (2003-2005) and
Executive Editor (2001-2006) and Associate Editor (19952000) of the LEOS Newsletter.
In addition to her technical work, Dr. Lanzerotti has lectured on the steps engineers and scientist can take to improve
their professional development at the NY Section of the IEEE
WIE. These steps been identified by the American Physical
Society (APS) Committee on Careers and Professional
Development, and is given in the first Professional
Development Resource Guide that list resources identified as
important for the professional development of today’s engineers
and scientists. This guide is posted on the APS website at
http:// www.aps.org/careers/index.cfm. Dr. Lanzerotti is also a
member of the APS Women Speakers List posted at
http://www.aps.org/programs/women/speakers/ and participates in National Engineers Week, visiting local schools with
other IBM scientists attracting female students to engineering,
science, and information technology.
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The Globalization of LEOS
G.D. Khoe and K.A. Williams
Over its thirty-year history, LEOS
has evolved into a global professional society promoting the interests
and activities of a broad laser and
electro-optics community. The
international spread of journal
authors, conference activities, chapter development, award recipients,
and volunteers at all levels in the
society are testament to this global
representation. This article documents this globalization, reflects on
the recent trends, and highlights the

Rank by
Impact
Factor

local initiatives that are enabling
member engagement in the global
society.
The international nature of LEOS
is reflected first and foremost through
its membership. In 2006, while just
over half of the members were located
in the US and Canada (54% in the
Americas), the remaining proportion
is near evenly split (23% each)
between Europe and Mid-East Africa /
Asia Pacific. The attractions for membership in terms of dissemination,

Journal Title

Total
Cites

Articles

Cited
Half-life

14

IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics

9796

200

>10.0

16

IEEE Journal of Selected Topics

4277

153

5.2

19

IEEE Photonics Technology Letter

1176

913

4.8

26

IEEE/OSA Journal of Lightwave Technology

8162

466

7

Table 1: Rankings for LEOS journals in 2005 [2]:
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Figure 2: Proportion of senior-level volunteer posts within LEOS by region. Posts include the
members of the board of governors, officers, and editorial teams of the journals.
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recognition, and networking are
numerous [1], with the underpinning
ingredient being the international
prestige which the Society has been
able to garner. LEOS journals are
highly respected, and this is evidenced
through the high rankings achieved
[2] as listed in table 1. Authors consider publications in LEOS journals to
be valuable markers in their track
record and a recognition of the importance of their research. Since the quality is recognized world wide, experts
submitting manuscripts to LEOS
journals are based not only in the
United States, but also in large numbers from Canada, Europe, and Asia.
Indeed corresponding authors for
accepted articles in 2006 originated in
approximate equal measure from the
three membership regions: Americas
(30%), Europe / Mid-East Africa
(32%), and Asia Pacific (36%) [3].
To reflect the needs of an
increasingly global technical community, the LEOS Board of
Governors (BoG) has been consciously working towards globalization of the Society membership.
The first of the most important
observations made by the BoG has
been that globalization can only be
facilitated with the help of active
local volunteers. A second key
understanding is that the leadership structure of the Society should
reflect the global interest shown in
it. An important step made by the
BoG in 1996 was to install three
separate vice-presidents (VPs) of
Membership for the Americas,
Europe, and the Far East to replace
the previous unitary post of VP for
International Affairs. These new
VP positions are assigned to local
volunteers, and while regional VPs
for membership matters do not provide a guarantee for successful
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Figure 3: Numbers of LEOS chapters in the three membership regions over the
history of LEOS
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The impact of the new structure
was soon visible, particularly in
Europe, where a large number of
LEOS chapters were started within
the space of just a few years. This is
particularly evident in figure 3,
showing the number active chapters in the three membership
regions. The initial US-centric
membership has evolved steadily
to incorporate chapters in the Asia
Pacific region, with a marked
increase in the number of European

increases in seven of the last ten
years [5].
The number of chapters in
Europe has now begun to stabilize
and the challenge for the LEOS leadership is to generate new forms of

80

1987

International seeds

and Asia Pacific chapters in the
last ten years. The European chapters have been particularly successful, with chapter of the year awards
in eight out of the last ten years
and the largest membership

Proportion of Recipients

membership development, it is a
formal recognition of the importance of the globalization of membership. A significant next step was
for the Board of Governors to hold
meetings outside the US, with the
first such meeting in Nice, France
in 2000. Until then, all BoG meetings had been held in the US, causing a structural imbalance in the
travel expenses between the participating volunteers. A global spread
in the candidates has also been pursued for the annual elections and
LEOS has now had three Presidents
from outside the US, namely
Professors Ikegami (University of
Aizu, Japan), Melchior (ETH
Zurich, Switzerland), and Khoe
(Technical
University
of
Eindhoven, the Netherlands) in
1994, 1999, and 2003 respectively
with Professor Marsh (University of
Glasgow, Scotland) now being
President Elect. Volunteering at
the senior levels of the society has
evolved with increasing numbers of
members from European and Asian
regions participating in both society governance and on the editing
teams of the technical journals.
Figure 2 reflects the evolution by
region of such senior level volunteering by highlighting the regional affiliations of the officers, vice
presidents, BoG members, and the
journal editorial teams [4].

(cont’d)
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Figure 4: Recipients of LEOS awards by region
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local nurseries for LEOS-related
activities. A way to proceed may be
to encourage the start of more student chapters. The student chapter
at Orlando pioneered this approach
in 1996 [6], with California San
Diego, Novosibirsk State Technical
University, and Kharkov State
Technical University following suit
in 2000 and 2001. The Benelux area
is a further example of how an active
LEOS chapter may be complemented by an active student chapter [7].
The interest of students in the
Benelux was gradually stimulated
by inviting students to join the
board of the chapter until 2004,
when the students decided to form
their own chapter.

International collaboration
The leadership of the Society has
also recognized the importance of
collaborations with other national
and international organizations
active in similar areas, especially in
the area of conferences. A wellknown example is the Optical Fiber
Conference (OFC), where LEOS has
a long-standing cooperation with
the Optical Society of America
(OSA). In Europe, LEOS has joined
forces with both OSA and the
European Physical Society to organize the biannual CLEO Europe. A
new collaboration was initiated in
2006 with the European Conference
on Optical Communication (ECOC)
to include CLEO Focus Sessions in
the even years when CLEO Europe
is not held, LEOS is also a technical
co-sponsor of ECOC and has been
gradually improving its visibility at
this prime European event. Since
the first LEOS participation in
ECOC in 1996 at Oslo, Norway, it
has become a tradition to have a
LEOS Booth at a prominent place
during the event, and since 2001, it
has become a regular feature to hold
the
LEOS
Workshop
on
Entrepreneurship on the Sunday
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preceding the conference. Similarly,
a LEOS Booth has been staffed at
the CLEO Europe conference since
the 1998 meeting in Glasgow,
Scotland. A conscious decision has
also been made to hold the LEOS
Annual Meeting outside the US,
requiring a close collaboration with
local volunteers. These meetings
have been highly appreciated by the
local membership. Until 2001, the
LEOS annual meeting was held in
the US, but subsequent meetings
have been hosted in such geographically diverse locations as Glasgow,
Puerto Rico, Sydney, and Montreal.

Professional recognition
The achievements of LEOS members
have been recognized though the presentation of awards over the last four
decades. The number of awards presented by LEOS has increased from the
single Quantum Electronics Award in
the early eighties (with Prof Suematsu
of the Tokyo Institute of Technology
achieving the award in 1982 as the
first Asia Pacific recipient), to a much
broader range of awards [5].
Distinguished lecturer awards were
started in 1984, and the William
Streifer Scientific Achievement Award,
the Engineering Achievement Award,
and the Distinguished Service Award
followed in 1991. More recently, the
John Tyndall and Aron Kressel awards
have become annual features. As the
membership has become more international, so have the award recipients.
Figure 4 shows an increasingly international proportion of award winners.
In the first ten years, they were primarily from North America, but as the
society has become more global, the
Asia Pacific region accounted for 9%
over the period 1987-1996, increasing
to 14% over the period 1997-2006.
Over the same periods, European
award winners have accounted for 1%
and 20% of the total, reflecting a significant engagement with the society
in recent years. However, these propor-

tions still fall short of those that might
be anticipated simply from the geographical distribution of the membership and the authorship of the society’s
journals.

Conclusions
LEOS global membership has
evolved considerably over the past
ten years, with journal authors coming near equally from the three membership regions. However, the membership is still predominantly located
in the Americas. The concerted effort
by the BoG to globalize has led to
increased numbers of chapters in Asia
and Europe that are proving to be
particularly active. Increasing numbers of European and Asian members
are also engaging at the senior levels
of the society, and the society as a
whole is engaging more with
International conferences and meetings. A lag still exists in the proportion of European and Asian
researchers being awarded the most
prestigious LEOS prizes, but this
may reflect reluctance in some
regions to nominate colleagues.
Overall, LEOS has evolved into a
truly global professional society.
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Benefits of IEEE Senior Membership
There are many benefits to becoming an IEEE Senior Member:
• The professional recognition of your peers for technical and professional excellence
• An attractive fine wood and bronze engraved Senior Member plaque to proudly display.
• Up to $25 gift certificate toward one new Society membership.
• A letter of commendation to your employer on the achievement of Senior member grade
(upon the request of the newly elected Senior Member.)
• Announcement of elevation in Section/Society and/or local newsletters, newspapers and notices.
• Eligibility to hold executive IEEE volunteer positions.
• Can serve as Reference for Senior Member applicants.
• Invited to be on the panel to review Senior Member applications.
The requirements to qualify for Senior Member elevation are, a candidate shall be an engineer, scientist, educator, technical
executive or originator in IEEE-designated fields. The candidate shall have been in professional practice for at least ten years
and shall have shown significant performance over a period of at least five of those years.”
To apply, the Senior Member application form is available in 3 formats: Online, downloadable, and electronic version. For
more information or to apply for Senior Membership, please see the IEEE Senior Member Program website:
http://www.ieee.org/organizations/rab/md/smprogram.html

New Senior Members
The following individuals were elevated to Senior Membership Grade thru April:
Walters K. Arnold
Raymond G.
Beausoleil
Christopher A. Bower
Srisakdi Charmonman
G. Cincotti
Paul A. Crump
Antonio D’Alessandro
Dennis J. Derickson
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Sarah D. Dods
John E. Epler
Shanhui Fan
Wei Gao
Matthew S. Goodman
Kazuo Hagimoto
Amr S. Helmy
J. H. Hines
Ying Hu

Olivier Louis
Jerphagnon
Thomas J. Karr
Sung J. Kim
Ut-Va Koc
Hongbing Lei
Richard G. Madonna
Ting Mei
Shigeru Nakagawa

Nobuhiko Nishiyama
Susumu Noda
U. Olin
Rudiger Paschotta
Silvia M.
Pietralunga
Paras Prasad
James J. Raftery, Jr.
James A. Schlaffer

Vitor M. Schneider
Joseph E. Sluz
Leo H. Spiekman
John J. Stankus
Rengarajan
Sudharsanan
Stephen J. Sweeney
Edward W. Taylor
Yi-Ping Wang
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Conferences through 31 December 2007 For further information
please see the LEOS conference calendar at www.ieee.org/leos
International Conference on
Indium Phosphide Related Materials
(IPRM 2007)
Conference Dates:
18-May-2007 to 21-May-2007
Kunibiki Messe,
Matsue, Shimane,
Japan
Conference URL:
http://www.iprm.jp/index.html
Conference E-mail:
miya@pe.titech.ac.jp
High Speed
Digital Workshop
(HSD 2007)
Conference Dates: 20-May-2007 to
23-May-2007
Eldorado Hotel, Sante Fe, NM USA
Conference URL:
http://www.i-LEOS.org
Conference E-mail:
s.blodgett@ieee.org
Optical Data Storage
Topical Meeting
(ODS 2007)
Conference Dates:
20-May-2007 to 23-May-2007
The Benson Hotel, Portland,
OR USA
Conference URL:
http://www.osa.org/meetings/topicalmeetings/ods/default.aspx
Conference E-mail:
kmirab@osa.org
Education & Training
in Optics & Photonics
(ETOP 2007)
Conference Dates:
03-Jun-2007 to 05-Jun-2007
Ottawa Convention Center, Ottawa,
Ontario Canada
Conference URL:
http://www.opeta.ca/ETOP2007/
index.htm
Conference E-mail:
Marc.Nantel@oce-ontario.org
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9th International Conference
on Transparent Optical Networks
(ICTON 2007)
Conference Dates:
01-Jul-2007 to 05-Jul-2007
Ministero Rome, Italy
Conference URL:
http://www.itl.waw.pl/konf/icton/2007/
Conference E-mail:
marian.marciniak@ieee.org

7th Pacific Rim Conference
on Lasers and Electro-Optics
(CLEO Pac Rim 2007)
Conference Dates:
26-Aug-2007 to 31-Aug-2007
COEX, Seoul, Korea
Conference URL:
http://www.i-LEOS.org
Conference E-mail:
byoungho@snu.ac.kr

12th OptoElectronics and
Communications Conference/
16th International Conference
on Integrates and
Optical Fiber Communication
(OECC/IOCC 2007)
Conference Dates:
09-Jul-2007 to 13-Jul-2007
Ministero delle Comunicazioni,
Rome, Italy
Conference URL:
www.i-LEOS.org
Conference E-mail:
hattori@ics-inc.co.jp

th International Conference
on Group IV Photonics
(GFP 2007)
Conference Dates:
19-Sept-2007 to 21-Sept-2007
Radisson Miyak Hotel,
Tokyo, Japan
Conference URL:
http://www.i-LEOS.org
Conference E-mail:
m.hendrickx@ieee.org

Summer Topicals 2007
Conference Dates:
23-Jul-2007 to 25-Jul-2007
Embassy Suites Hotel PortlandDowntown, Portland, OR USA
Conference URL:
www.i-LEOS.org
Conference E-mail:
m.hendrickx@ieee.org
2007 IEEE/LEOS International
Conference on Optical MEMS
and Their Applications
(MEMS 2007)
Conference Dates:
12-Aug-2007 to 16-Aug-2007
Hualien Farglory Hotel,
Hualien, Taiwan
Conference URL:
http://www.i-LEOS.org
Conference E-mail:
kcchan@mx.nthu.edu.tw

Avionics, Fiber-Optics Photonics
Conference (AVFOP 2007)
Conference Dates:
02-Oct-2007 to 05-Oct-2007
Ghe Fairmont Empress, Victoria,
British Columbia, Canada
Conference URL:
http://www.i-leos.org/
Conference E-mail:
c.bluhm@ieee.org
IEEE LEOS 20th Annual Meeting
(LEOS 2007)
Conference Dates:
21-Oct-2007 to 25-Oct-2007
Wyndham Palace Resort & Spa, Lake
Buena Vista, FL USA
Conference URL:
http://www.i-LEOS.org
Conference E-mail:
leosconferences@ieee.org
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LEOS Mission Statement
LEOS shall advance the interests of its members and the laser, optoelectronics, and photonics professional community by:

• providing opportunities for information exchange, continuing education,
and professional growth;
• publishing journals, sponsoring conferences, and supporting local chapter
and student activities;
• formally recognizing the professional
contributions of members;
• representing the laser, optoelectronics,
and photonics community and serving
as its advocate within the IEEE, the
broader scientific and technical community, and society at large.
LEOS Field of Interest
The Field of Interest of the Society shall be
lasers, optical devices, optical fibers, and
associated lightwave technology and their
applications in systems and subsystems in
which quantum electronic devices are key
elements. The Society is concerned with the
research, development, design, manufacture, and applications of materials, devices
and systems, and with the various scientific
and technological activities which contribute to the useful expansion of the field
of quantum electronics and applications.
The Society shall aid in promoting close
cooperation with other IEEE groups and
societies in the form of joint publications,
sponsorship of meetings, and other forms of
information exchange. Appropriate cooperative efforts will also be undertaken with
non-IEEE societies.
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